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Part 1
Google, the most popular search engine
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Search engines : how they work

•Computer programs (robots, crawlers, 
spiders) 

•Searching the web

•Following links from page to page

•Collecting full text information

•Storing the information in a database
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An Example
Cystinosis – A rare disease
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200 criteria Page Rank ™
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Part 2
Basic tips for Google search 
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Part 2: Five tips for Google Search

•Tip #1: Writing search terms 

•Tip #2: Search with two or more terms

•Tip #3: Search with quoted phrases

•Tip #4: Search with the OR operator

•Tip #5: Exclude terms from a search
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Tip #1
Writing Search Terms
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Writing Search Terms
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Tip #2
Search with two or more terms
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Tip #3
Search with quoted phrases
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Tip #4
Search with the OR operator
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Tip #4
Search with the OR operator

1 2

3 4
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Tip #4
Search with the OR operator
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Tip #5
Tip #5: Exclude terms from a search
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Part 3
Tips for a more effective search 
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Part 3: Tips for a more effective search 

•Tip #1: Carefully select search terms

•Tip #2: Limit the number of search terms

•Tip #3: Think of word variations and synonyms

•Tip #4: Identify alternative terms

•Tip #5: Pay attention to the URL’s

•Tip #6: Filter your search

•Tip #7: Discover the new features from Google
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•What are the effects of growth hormone 
therapy on children with Prader-Willi 
syndrome ?

• What are the effects of growth hormone therapy 
on children with Prader-Willi syndrome ?

• effects growth hormone therapy

children Prader-Willi syndrome ?

•growth hormone children Prader-Willi
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•What are the side effects of treatments for 
multiple sclerosis ?

•What are the side effects of treatments for 
multiple sclerosis ?

• side effects treatments multiple sclerosis

•multiple sclerosis
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•Kidney cysts

•Cyst, cyst s, cyst ic

•Renal cysts

• cyst OR cysts OR cystic kidney OR renal

•Kidney cyst, kidney cysts, renal cyst, cystic 
kidney,...
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Three factors in any web search

•1 - Google
�Collecting, ranking

•2 - Websites
�Quality, organization, visibility

•3 - You
�Search terms, queries, evaluation


